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 Vasi falls in love with Chitti and the robot falls in love with another robot girl called Asmitha. The film has been directed by a
debutante Sanjay Gupta. It also has an appearance by Rajinikanth's cousin Rama Rajamani. Synopsis Dr. Vishram 'Vish' Vasi

invents a robot in the form of a man named Chitti. He lives with his sister Shanti, father Dr. Radhakrishnan 'RK' and his friends
Dheeraj, Chandra, and Rukmini. Vish doesn't tell anyone about his invention and his relationship with Chitti becomes a secret.

Many years later, Vish meets his old college friend Pallavi and invites her to stay with him. He is about to reveal Chitti's
existence when Pallavi leaves abruptly. Pallavi is an aspiring actress and Vish suggests that she get an acting job. Vish also starts

helping Chitti develop an artificial brain. One day, Pallavi gets an acting job. A wealthy billionaire, Sanjay Fernandopulle,
offers Vish money to design the world's first robot that can act and dance. Sanjay is attracted to Pallavi and wants Chitti to act
as his girlfriend for her. When he notices Vish assisting Chitti, he gets angry and demands that Chitti goes on a date with his

girlfriend only. Vish refuses to let Chitti go with his friend and he goes on a date with Sanjay's girlfriend, Asmitha. During the
date, it is revealed that Asmitha has feelings for Chitti and that Sanjay is aware of the robot's existence. Chitti falls in love with
Asmitha and expresses his desire to marry her. On returning home, Vish is arrested for kidnapping Pallavi and is later released.

Vish has an argument with Dr. RK about Chitti, and he comes to know that Chitti and Asmitha are in love. Vish and Dr. RK
decide to give their consent to Chitti and Asmitha's marriage. Vish proposes that Chitti accept and invite RK to attend Chitti's

wedding. Chitti and Asmitha announce their wedding and invite Pallavi to be their guest. Pallavi says that she will not attend the
wedding, and they all go to Vish's house to tell him about Pallavi's decision. It is then revealed that Vish's invention is a robot

and that Vish had begun his 82157476af
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